
 
  

 

 

 

 

Coşkunöz Alabuga Factory is Activated 

 

Coşkunöz Alabuga Factory began operating which owns first pressed part 
manufacturing plant of the Republic of Tatarstan part of Russian Federation. 
 

Coşkunöz Alabuga Factory that is the first abroad investment of Coşkunöz Holding began 

actual production in 29 August 2014 with the official opening ceremony where Rustam 

Minnihanov President of Tatarstan, numerous high-level state authorities and visitors from 

different countries were participated.  

 

Minnihanov President of Tatarstan was satisfied meeting with a high technology factory as 

expected from Coşkunöz Holding mentioning the visiting to Coşkunöz Metal Form factory 

in Turkey last year in his opening speech. Cenk Yöney General Coordinator of Coşkunöz 

Holding emphasized to continuous contribution for development of automotive supply 

industry sector of Russian Federation and aimed to lead in that matter with the investment 

carried out. 

 

 The line was operated by Mr. Minnikhanov, Ford Sollers and Coşkunöz Holding top 

management after talks made during ceremony and first pressed part production was 

conducted. 

 

Coşkunöz Alabuga Factory under the roof of Coşkunöz Holding operates in 6 different 

sectors and includes 12 companies, 2500 employees, has a long-established production 

tradition and is one of the largest industrial organization in Turkey. The factory having the 

capability of processing 50.000 tons of metal annually will make production in its press lines 

with fully robotic automation for the parts to be used in passenger cars.  

 

Coşkunöz Alabuga Factory that is the first step of export-oriented policy of the Coşkunöz 

Holding brings R&D and know-how together that were moved beyond the borders with the 

educated labor force, expert marks in their field and energy opportunities in Tatarstan 

Republic. The factory that is to manufacture in accordance with TS-16949-2002, ISO 14001, 

OHSAS 18001 standards intends to bring state-of-the-art technologies in its field to the 

region and to be a significant model by transferring “Lean Manufacturing” and many 

systems regarding automotive. 

  

“Investment of the Year” Reward from Russian Automotive Forum 

 

The first phase of Coşkunöz Alabuga Factory has been established on an open area of 

78.000 m2 of which 15.000 m2 is closed area. Coşkunöz Alabuga become a project 

demonstrated as a model upon completion of company establishment, fulfilling legal 

procedures, factory construction, installation and putting into service of machines in a record 

time of 1.5 year. This success was crowned with “Best Investment Project Award in 2013” 

by Russian Automotive Forum. 

 

Birth and development of Coşkunöz Alabuga Project 

 

Coşkunöz Holding carried out large-scale studies on foreign investment alternatives within 

the context of rapid changing dynamics of automotive sector around the world and 

sustainable success strategies. After these studies, Ford Sollers that is a joint venture of Ford 

Motor Company and Sollers was determined as unique supplier for the big and medium-



 
  

 

 

scaled pressed parts and mould production of the participation in Russian Federation 

Tatarstan Republic. Hence, Coşkunöz which one of the leading automotive supply industry 

companies in Turkey has started an essential investment project by expanding successes 

accrued domestically to abroad. After Coşkunöz’s decision to make an investment in the city 

of Yelabuga in 2012 all necessary initiatives were initiated in each course. Besides infra and 

super structures studies of the factory to be established in the region, all required 

bureaucratic formalities were completed rapidly. The first test production in the factory was 

conducted successfully in May 2014 following installation of fully robotic automated press 

lines.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


